PLATO, PHILEBUS 52c1-dl:
TEXT AND MEANING
At Philebus 23c H. Plato introduces the notion that nClV1:a Ta VÜV OVTa EV T0
naVTL are assignable to four classes. The precise scope of the phrase is disputed, but
it is indisputable that Plato wants his readers to think of human life in these terms.
We have just been told, in 20c-22e, that any human life, and especially the good
life, is a mixture of both pleasure and reason (OUIlIlELx8d~ 22a2, IlELXTO~ 22d6) and
that one of these two ingredients is responsible (ai:Tlo~ 22d2.4) for the goodness of
the good life. N ext we find that of the four classes that Plato postulates in 23c H.
two are given names derived from 16cH. - 'limit' and 'indeterminacy'; and the
other two are 'the mixed' (OUIlIlWYOIlEVOV 23d1, IlELXTO~ 27b8) and 'the cause'
(aLT La 23d7 etc., though strictly it is the cause of mixing rather than the cause of
goodness). Not surprisingly, it turns out that the good life belongs to the mixed
class (27d) and that reason is a cause (28-31). We are also told that pleasure is the
indeterminate element of human life (27e--28a)I).
It has often been pointed out 2) that the metaphysical doctrine of 23-31 is
strictly a digression, since the analysis of pleasure and knowledge wh ich occupies
most of the rest of the dialogue stands or falls on its own. Nevertheless, Plato does
mean us to bear it in mind. The idea that pleasure is indeterminate is mentioned at
41 d, but this adds nothing to the passage: it serves merely as areminder. Again,
pleasure's indeterminacy underlies its devaluation at 65b-66a, since pleasure is
taken to lack, inter alia, IlETQtOTl']~ and beauty, which are properties of determinate
things (24c; 26b). At one point, however, the doctrine that pleasure is indeterminate appears, on the usual text, to be qualified: this is 52c1-dl. All the editors
follow Stallbaum in reading substantially as folIows:

LQ. Ouxoüv ÖTE IlETQLW~ ijÖl'] ÖtaXExQLIlE8a XWQi~ TU~
TE xa8aQa~ ~ÖOva~ xai Ta~ OXEöOV axa8uQwu~ 6Q8lil~ av
t..Ex8ELoa~, JtQoo8lilllEV T0 t..6yep TaL~ IlEV oqJoÖQaL~ ~ÖovaL~
1) We need a formal statement of this, since it is merely assumed in e. g. 31a
and 41d. Burnet's emendation of 28a3-4 to W1JTW (i. e. pain and pleasure) ö~ oOt
Tlilv aJtEQuvTWV yE YEVOU~ EOTWV is therefore preferable to that of other editors
who read WÜTO Ö~ oOt Tlilv aJtEQuVTwV YEYOVO~ EOTW. In this latter reading WÜW
should mean 'this issue' (i. e. the issue of the indeterminacy of pleasure and pain),
rather than 'pleasure', which has recently been mentioned in the plural, and cannot
therefore be picked up by the singular WÜw. But if it means 'this issue' (as, among
others, R. Hackforth, Plato's Examination of Pleasure, Cambridge 1945, p.52,
takes it), then we explicitly have no formal statement of the indeterminacy of
pleasure and pain, which we are supposed to be aware of by 31a. However, in
preference to Burnet's yE YEVOU~, which lacks an article, I suggest yEYOVOTE.
2) e. g. by G. Striker, Peras und Apeiron, Göttingen 1970, p. 9.

Miszellen
a~El{)LaV, 'tai<; öE ~i] 1:OUVanLOV E~~E'tQLaV' xat ('ta~) 't0
~Eya xat 't0 aepoöQov a{, (ÖEXO~EVa~), xat1tOf..AaXL~ xat
6ALyaxL~ YLYVO~EVa~ 1:OWu'ta~, ['tii~] 1:0;:' amLQOU yE EXELVOU

xat ~nov xat ~äAAOV ÖLa 'tE Q(.o~a1:O~ xat tjJuxii~ epEQO~EVOU
[1tQOa]8W~EVaU'ta~ eEvm YEVOU~, 'ta~ ÖE ~i] 'tWV E~~E'tQWV.
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c4-5 'ta~ ... ÖEXO~EVa~ add. Stallbaum
c6 'tii~ sec!. Stallbaum
dl1tQoaau'ta~ restituit Stallbaum e Yen. 189
'ta~] 'tai~ B
sec!. Stallbaum
~~ om.
BW
This translates as follows:
Well, we have reached the point of drawing a satisfactory line between pure
pleasures and those which may with fair justification be called impure: and
now let us add to our statement that those pleasures that are intense are
marked by immoderateness, those that are not by moderation. Pleasures
that can go to great lengths or to an intense degree, wh ether they actually do
so often or seldom, let us dass as belonging to that 'unlimited' kind of which
we spoke, which penetrates body and soul alike in greater or in less degree:
but the other SOrt let us dass amongst things moderate.
(tr. Hackforth)
I have no quarrel with Stallbaum's square brackets, but two questions arise:
(I) Can we find a meaningful text without resorting to the excessive insertion of
'ta~ ... ÖExo~Eva~3)? (2) Is the text right which involves the denial of the indeterminacy of some pleasures?
(I) This is easily dealt with by changing aepoÖQ6v to a~LxQ6v and altering
the punctuation, as follows: 1tQoa8w~Ev 't<jJ Myl!' 'tai~ ~EV aepoÖQai~ i]öovai~
a~E'tQLav, 'tai~ ÖE ~i] 'touvanLov E~~E'tQLav, xat 'to ~Eya xat 'to a~LxQov a{,.
'We can explicitly attribute im moderation to intense pleasures, and its opposite,
moderation, to those which are not intense: that is, we can attribute greatness and
smallness respectively.' See 45c-d for the association of aepoÖQ6~ and ~Eya~; the
use of a~LxQ6~ reappears soon after at 53b10, and see also 37c9. This is a lesser
emendation than Stallbaum's and retains a nice balance of opposites.
(2) A text which denies the indeterminacy of some pleasures could be retained if there was evidence that Plato thought that only impure, false pleasures
belonged to the indeterminate dass. Not only is there no evidence for this restriction, but there is evidence to the contrary.
(i) To say that pleasure is the indeterminate element in human life is not to
say that all the pleasures a person experiences are intense: the good life is explicitly
a member of the mixed dass, i. e. it has the indeterminate element of pleasure in it,
but we know that the pleasures of the good life are not intense. Nevertheless, these
pleasures are its indeterminate element, which only means (as with any other
indeterminate thing) that if left to themselves they would proliferate and tend
towards intensity. Thus it is expressly stated at 31a that in itself (au't~) pleasure is
indeterminate.
(ii) A second, related consideration is that the mark of any indeterminate is
the fact that such a thing can be either great or small, as opposed to being of a
determinate size (24a-25a). Thus, so far from the attribution of smallness being the
3) Tl1e fact that Ficino translates as if öExea8m or something similar were in
the text only proves that the textual corruption was already present in his time and
he was trying to make sense of the text as it stood.
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denial of indeterminacy, it is precisely the fact that pleasure can be either great or
small which shows that all pleasures belong to the indeterminate dass.
Both these considerations reveal that were Stallbaum's text to be correct, we
would have to deny the coherence of Plato's thought on the meaning of indeterminacy. I condude that Stallbaum's text must be wrang, since it denies that some
pleasures belong to the indeterminate dass, and I suggest the following text, which
salvages the coherence of the dialogue on this point.
ouxoüv ÖtE !J.EtQLW~ ijÖTj ÖWXEXQL!J.Ella XWQi~ ta~ tE xallaQa~ T]Öova~ xai
ta~ <JXEöOV uxallaQtoU~ 6Qllw~ äv AExllELoa~, ltQoollw!J.EV t<j> MyCJl tai:~
!J.Ev O(poöQai:~ T]Öovai:~ U!J.EtQLav, tai:~ ÖE !J.i] touvavtLOV E!J.!J.EtQLav, xai tO
!J.Eya xai to O!J.LXQOV air xai ltOAAaXL~ xai 6ALyaxL~ YLyvo!J.Eva~tOLaUta~,
toü UltELQOU yE EXELVOU, xai ~nov xai !J.CtAAOV ÖLa tE oW!J.ato~ xai "tl'uxii~
<PEQO!J.EvU~, llw!J.EV uuta~ dvm YEvOU~, ta~

öE tWV E!J.!J.EtQWV.

I have already discussed the first part, down to O!J.LXQOV uD. The rest would
translate: 'And whether they occur commonly or rarely, whether they penetrate
body and soul to a greater or lesser extent, we must say that they are members of
our familiar indeterminate dass, though some are moderate members.'
(a) ltOAAaXL~ and 6ALyaxL~ refer, as I take the previous sentence, not to
intense pleasures alone, but ltOAAaXL~ to intense pleasures, 6ALyaxL~ to small
pleasures: this fits the pattern of disjunction of opposites in the paragraph, and we
have just been told (52b6-8) that some pure pleasures are not common but rare.
(b) The emendation of <PEQO!J.EVOU to <PEQO!J.EVU~ becomes necessary. On
Stallbaum's text it is the dass which does the penetration, which seems rather odd.
(c) The separation of toü umLQou yE EXELVOU ... YEvOU~ and of the twO
participial dauses YLyvo!J.Eva~ ... <PEQO!J.EVU~, which is avoided in Stallbaum's
text, is not a factor which counts against my text. Such i)1ttL6tTj~ ist not uncommon in periodic sentences.
(d) It is easy to see how !J.i] could have been inserted after ÖE in dl, by
reminiscence of c4. I have 'merely adopted the reading of BW.
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